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New Titles for Children and Young People
Ashabranner, Brent. To Live in Two Worlds: American Indian Youth Today; illus. with photo-
graphs by Paul Conklin. Dodd, 1984. 83-25405. ISBN 0-396-08321-8. 149p. $12.95.
Most of the text of this candid and informative book is based on the author's discus-
Ad sions with young men and women of a number of American Indian tribes. Some are
7-10 successful, prominent college graduates, some high school dropouts or even prison
inmates. They represent a range of experiences, but the total picture shows the similar-
ities even more than the differences: the discrimination their peoples have suffered and
are suffering, the pain of being stereotyped as "dumb" or "shiftless," the difficulty in
living with two cultures, the courage with which so many young Native Americans are
overcoming these odds. Most of the people discussed or interviewed are from western
tribes; there is scant treatment of the problems of urban Indians, especially in large
cities of the east. An index gives access to the diverse contents.
C.U. Social studies
Baron, Nancy. Tuesday's Child. Atheneum, 1984. 84-2944. ISBN 0-689-31042-0. 112p. $9.95.
Grace, who tells the story, is appalled when her parents inform her that they feel she
Ad is obsessed with baseball and that they have arranged for ballet lessons. On the same day
4-6 the team practices. Grace is furious, dislikes the ballet class and its smug little star, and
gets her revenge during the annual recital, punching the soloist and stopping the show.
After this her parents agree that ballet is not Grace's metier, and although they tell her
she must take tap-dancing lessons the next season, for the nonce she's free to play base-
ball again. Mildly amusing, on the frothy side, this first fictional writing by Baron has
promise.
Berry, Liz. Easy Connections. Viking, 1984. 83-16675. ISBN 0-670-28694-X. 196p. $12.95.
In this novel from England, a serious and talented young art student, Cathy, is mis-
M taken by a rock star, Dev, for a trespassing fan (she's painting outdoors on his newly-
8-10 purchased property) and is raped after Dev has plied her with liquor. The rest of this
rather long-drawn story concerns Dev's pursuit of Cathy (he loves her, wants to marry
her, wants her to bear his child) and her evasion of and aversion to him. Eventually the
publicity and pressure put Cathy in a situation in which she feels marriage is the only, if
unsatisfactory, solution, and reluctantly agrees-and there the story ends, with a news-
paper photographer deciding to add a question mark to his planned caption, "Happy
Ever After." The details of Cathy's work as an art student are the best part of a rather
lurid tupenny-romance with dramatic characters and melodramatic incidents.
Bierhorst, John, tr. Spirit Child: A Story of the Nativity; illus. by Barbara Cooney. Morrow,
1984. 84-270. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02610-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02609-5. 26p.
Library ed. $11.04; Trade ed. $12.00.
R Influenced by late Middle-Ages European tradition, composed in the Aztec language,
3-4 and performed in Mexico City to the accompaniment of music in the middle of the
[1]
sixteenth century, this has never before been translated into English. This combination
of Biblical text, medieval lore, and Aztec culture is distinctive and colorful, told in a
polished and poetic style. The illustrations are equally colorful, handsome in their com-
position, and faithful in interpretation, with the angel Gabriel carrying a feather fan
and wearing his hair in the Aztec top-knot, as does the feather-crowned gold-braceleted
Herod.
C.U. Christmas
Bushey, Jerry. The Barge Book. Carolrhoda, 1984. 83-7746. ISBN 0-87614-205-6. 32p. illus. with
photographs. $7.95.
Profusely illustrated with black and white photographs, informative and of good
R quality, this is a succinct but adequate continuous text that describes the barges that are
3-5 towed up and down the Mississippi. It discusses life on a barge, cargo value, fuel effi-
ciency, river navigation, and locks on the northern half of the trip, and it conveys the
fascination that tow barges and river life have for many people.
C.U. Industries (Unit)
Chaikin, Miriam. Lower! Higher! You're a Liar!; illus. by Richard Egielski. Harper, 1984.
83-48445. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021187-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021186-5. 133p.
Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
In a fourth story about Molly, who lives in an Italian and Jewish neighborhood in
Ad Brooklyn in the 1940s, Molly helps a friend get her bradelet back from Celia, a neigh-
3-5 borhood bully. Molly tries several times and finally confronts Celia with a piece of
information (about Celia's father) about which she feels ashamed. For the rest, this is-
like the earlier books-a pleasant, rambling family story that stresses Jewish customs
and concerns.
D.V. Age-mate relations; Ethical concepts; Family relations
Chiefari, Janet. Kids Are Baby Goats; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1984. 83-25342. ISBN
0-396-08316-1. 60p. $9.95.
Most of the page space in this book about baby goats is devoted to photographs,
Ad some of which are blurred. The text is simply written and is printed in large type; it is
2-4 informative if a bit plodding in style. Chiefari focuses on Amy, whose family runs a
goat dairy, and who raises twin kids, showing one in competition and later milking her
when she's an adult goat and a mother of kids. This is not quite a life-cycle story, not
quite a strictly informational book, since it has an occasional cute aside.
Cleary, Beverly. Ramona Forever; illus. by Alan Tiegreen. Morrow, 1984. 84-704. Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-03786-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-03785-2. 182p. Library ed. $9.36; Trade ed.
$9.95.
A gentle comedy, a warm and realistic family story, and a perceptive study of a child:
R Ramona Forever is all three, a sequel as beguiling as its predecessors. The title refers to
3-5 Ramona's glimpse of eternity as she sees herself in the endlessly reflecting mirrors of a
bridal shop. She and Beezus are to be attendants at an aunt's wedding, and the cere-
mony is the final episode of a story that focuses on family relationships with a keen eye
and a light touch.
D.V. Family relations; Sisters
Climo, Shirley. Gopher, Tanker, and the Admiral; illus. by Eileen McKeating. Crowell, 1984.
83-45240. Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04382-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04382-1. 120p.
Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed. $10.95.
[2]
Gopher (Chris) was really afraid of the crusty old retired admiral who was his neigh-
Ad bor, but when the man's leg was injured and his wife asked Chris to admiral-sit a few
3-5 times a week, it was too good a summer job to turn down. The two soon become
friendly and together try to solve the mystery of a rash of neighborhood burglaries,
erroneously suspecting the nice young woman who delivers the mail. Tanker is Chris's
dog and-as most readers will guess-she proves to be instrumental in catching the
burglar. The writing style is light, at times humorous; there's appeal in the bridging of a
generation gap and in the solving of the mystery. The book is weakened, however, by a
tendency to stereotype rather than characterize.
D.V. Older-younger generations
Cohen, Miriam. Born to Dance Samba; illus. by Gioia Fiammenghi. Harper, 1984. 83-47690.
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021359-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021358-2. 149p. Library ed.
$10.89; Trade ed. $10.95.
Maria Antonia, eleven, describes her happy life in the shanty community on the hills
R of Rio de Janeiro and her consuming desire to be the soloist when the children of the
4-6 Hill dance at the annual carnival. Cohen, who lived in Brazil for two years, has made
the setting and the shared passion for Carnival and samba dancing vivid and believable.
While Maria Antonia's obsession and her jealousy of another girl (who does get chosen
as soloist) seem over-emphasized, there are enough incidents to give contrast. Above all,
the story shows colorfully and convincingly the warm family life, the sense of com-
munity, the pride and joy of slum children, and the fact that they make the best of their
situation and share the dreams and needs of children everywhere.
D.V. Economic differences, understanding; Family relations
Corbishley, Mike. The Romans; illus. by David Salariya and Shirley Willis. Warwick, 1984.
ISBN 0-531-09221-6. 37p. $9.40.
First published in Great Britain in 1983, this oversize book has a three-column for-
Ad mat, with the major text printed in one wide (two column) section and, in smaller type-
5-8 face, a column that serves to carry captions for pictures within that column or the larger
one. Occasionally (and perhaps confusingly) there are some double-page spreads that
are all illustration with small-print explanations. The other weakness of the book is that
it is limited in scope in a way not indicated by the title: it is devoted almost entirely to
descriptions of cities, towns, country estates, etc. What is provided, although it is made
less effective by the format, is detailed and accurate. A glossary and index are included.
C.U. History-Europe; History-Great Britain
Corwin, Judith Hoffman. Thanksgiving Fun; written and illus. by Judith Hoffman Corwin.
Messner, 1984. 83-25062. Trade ed. ISBN 0-671-49422-8; Paper ed. ISBN 0-671-50849-0.
64p. Trade ed. $9.29; Paper ed. $5.95.
Beginning with a menu and a set of recipes for Thanksgiving dinner (including home-
M made bread) this goes on to present a series of projects; some of the projects seem to
4-6 have little to do with the holiday (a calendar, a fabric picture of two mice, a moose
puppet) and some are designed to decorate the Thanksgiving table. The drawings are
pedestrian, including those meant to be used as patterns for the projects. The instruc-
tions are only occasionally unclear; most of the time they are adequate in coverage and
clarity. However, there are so many project books like this (like in conception and pur-
pose) and a good many of them are better illustrated and/or written, that it seems of
minimal value.
C.U. Thanksgiving
[3]
Curtis, Richard. The Story of Elsie and Jane; illus. by Cherry Denman. Bodley Head/Merrimack,
1984. ISBN 0-370-30505-1. 24p. $6.95.
Comic drawings of pedestrian quality, some in color, illustrate a flippantly non-
Ad sensical story with a little message at its close. Elsie and Jane (both exceedingly unattrac-
2-3 tive in their pictures) are called stupid by their classmates; their friendship is solid until
Elsie evinces a talent for writing poetry (jingles) and becomes puffed up. Invited to the
Albert Hall to recite poetry in the presence of the Queen, Elsie stammers wrong words
that don't rhyme. Everybody laughs except one person, faithful Jane. Elsie them extem-
porizes and says a poem praising her loyal friend. Ignoring the royal couple, Elsie goes
off arm-in-arm with Jane. Slight but amusing, the story should appeal to children's
sense of justice, and they should also enjoy the deliberate non-rhyme of the failed
poetry.
D.V. Friendship values
Dragonwagon, Crescent. Always, Always; illus. by Arieh Zeldich. Macmillan, 1984. 83-22199.
ISBN: 0-02-733080-X. 26p. $10.95.
The nameless child who is the speaker muses about her relationship with her divorced
Ad parents, about how different they are in most ways but how alike they are in their love
3-4 for her. Mother, with whom she spends most of the year, lives in Manhattan; Father
lives in a cabin in the Colorado woods. The illustrations are softly drawn in a style
reminiscent of Symeon Shimin's work, although not as deft in figure drawing. The text
is quiet, affective, but probably limited in appeal because it has no story line and little
action.
D.V. Divorce, adjustment to; Rural-urban contrasts
Drescher, Henrik. Looking for Santa Claus; written and illus. by Henrik Drescher. Lothrop,
1984. 84-4419. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02999-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02997-3. 32p.
Library ed. $10.08; Trade ed. $11.00.
Colorful, scratchy, flyaway drawings, full of vitality and humor, illustrate a fantasy
R that's silly but engaging and briskly told. Sent out into the deep snow on Christmas Eve
K-2 to dig out the cow, Blossom, Maggie is invited by Blossom to go on a flying Santa Claus
hunt. The flying cow and her passenger pick up three men who resemble Santa Claus
(Russian, Swiss, Egyptian) and return home. Strangely, the three aunts who have
treated Maggie like Cinderella welcome them all with joy. Sitting at the hearth, they are
startled when presents emerge from the chimney; despite the fact that there's a fire on
the hearth, they all rush out into the night just in time to see Santa's sleigh crossing the
moon. Nonsense is carried by sheer ebullience.
C.U. Christmas
Fisher, Lois I. Rachel Vellars, How Could You? Dodd, 1984. 83-27481. ISBN 0-396-08327-7.
157p. $8.95.
The anguished title query is more than once uttered by sixth-grader Cory about
Ad Rachel, who is disliked by others for her brashness but appreciated by Cory for her
4-6 warmth and vitality. Cory knows that Rachel dominates the relationship, but her loyalty
is stronger than her mild resentment. This is a fairly formulaic topic, the ambivalence a
child feels when trying to make new friends and keep the old, and it isn't handled with
much substance here, but the treatment is light and often humorous, so that it should
appeal to readers.
D.V. Friendship values
[4]
Gantos, Jack. Rotten Ralph's Rotten Christmas; illus. by Nicole Rubel. Houghton, 1984. 84-664.
ISBN 0-395-35380-7. 32p. $12.95.
Bright but awkward pictures of a devilish red cat, as stiffly drawn as his long-
Ad suffering owner Sarah, show the malicious excesses to which Ralph goes. It is this very
3-5 excess that has made earlier books about Rotten Ralph popular, the exaggeration that
yrs. appeals to the preschool audience. Here another cat, sweet and docile, comes to visit
(Rotten Ralph, jealous, thinks his rival is there to stay) and is repeatedly mistreated by
the red cat. Whatever Rotten Ralph does receives no more than a mild reprimand from
Sarah, and this ability to behave atrociously and get away with it may be another
appealing element in what is actually a thin story.
C.U. Christmas
Gerstein, Mordicai. Prince Sparrow; written and illus. by Mordicai Gerstein. Four Winds, 1984.
83-11558. ISBN 0-590-07907-7. 28p. $10.95.
The illustrations, ink and wash, for this picture book have vitality and humor, and
Ad the text has the former, but the construction of the story is weak, shifting focus midway
K-2 and having a flat ending. "Everyone thought the Princess was a brat," the tale begins,
and goes on to describe her hostile behavior. A sparrow flies into her room; because she
loves fairy tales, the Princess decides the bird is a prince in disguise, Prince Sparrow.
The story then becomes as tame as the third, which is set free after a year, is missed, and
returns to stay with the Princess forever.
Gibbons, Gail. Department Store; written and illus. by Gail Gibbons. Crowell, 1984. 83-45053.
Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04367-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04366-X. 30p. Library ed.
$9.89; Trade ed. $9.95.
Illustrations with clean lines, almost garish colors, and tidy composition show the
R many departments, the store layout, and some of the special services of a department
K-3 store. The text is direct and simple; some of the pictures use balloon captions to give
additional information. For most children, the variety and bustle of a large store is
interesting; this will give them some background to help them understand the
complexity and diversity of a department store.
Giff, Patricia Reilly. Rat Teeth; illus. by Leslie Morrill. Delacorte, 1984. 83-16601. Library ed.
ISBN 0-385-29309-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-29339-9. 130p. Library ed. $12.95; Trade
ed. $12.95.
Radcliffe is unhappy about the protruding molars that inspire teasing, unhappy
Ad because there isn't enough money for orthodontia, unhappy because he's afraid the
3-5 kids at school will find out that his parents are divorced and that he shuttles between
their homes each week. He broods when he causes his team to lose a baseball game, he
rejoices when both parents agree to let him keep a stray cat he's found. And that's the
story; it's told in a light, humorous style that occasionally seems forced, and it ends on a
positive note with each problem solved or alleviated. An easy read but not a substantial
one.
D.V. Divorce, adjustment to; Friendship values; Pets, care of
Hacker, Jeffrey H. Carl Sandburg. Watts, 1984. 83-23328. ISBN 0-531-04762-8. 121p. illus. with
photographs. $8.90.
A biography of Sandburg that gives good coverage and includes some discussion of
Ad his writing, this is marred by a fulsome writing style and by an adulatory tone. The
7-10 author uses both "Charlie" and "Cully" (sometimes in sequential sentences) as well as
"Carl" and "Sandburg," a practice that seems contrived. No sources are cited,
[5]
although presumably Hacker has used the titles included in an appended note on books
for further reading, which precedes the text. Moderately useful, but for most junior and
senior high school readers, the biographies written for adults serve as well or better.
Hague, Kathleen. Alphabears: An ABC Book; illus. by Michael Hague. Holt, 1984. 83-26476.
ISBN 0-03-062543-2. 28p. $10.95.
This fails to meet the first requisite of an alphabet book, since it uses, instead of
M familiar objects to which a letter can be related, the names of a series of toy bears, from
3-5 Amanda and Byron to York and Zak. A second weakness is in the flat rhyming text:
yrs. "M is for Marc, a mysterious bear/Whenever you visit, you won't find him there," or
"N is for Nikki-that's just her nickname/Her real name is Ninny, her mother's to
blame." Most of the page space is devoted to a square of illustration, adequately set off
by white space. The paintings are soft, romantic, just a bit cute or quaint, stronger in
technique than mood or tone.
Hamilton, Virginia. A Little Love. Philomel, 1984. 84-1753. ISBN 0-399-21046-6. 207p. $10.95.
"How can you miss what you ain't never had?" But Sheema, when Forrest asks that,
R knows she does long for the father who had walked out when she was born and her
7-10 mother died. Her yearning makes her prevail on Forrest to go south with her to hunt for
her father, an abortive attempt to establish a relationship that sends Sheema back to the
grandparents who have brought her up, aware of the importance of their love and
Forrest's. Although Sheema and Forrest are lovers, it is the romantic element in their
relationship that is stressed in all its tenderness and devotion. The same steadfast love,
in fact, that has endured in the marriage of Granmom and Granpop. Hamilton uses
black dialect like poetry, and she has created a strong, touching character in Sheema, a
teenager who is short and overweight, filled with doubt, aware of her own limited ability
as a scholar, equally aware that she is talented as a food service student at a vocational
school, not understanding Forrest's unmasked adoration but accepting the fact that he
brings warmth and security. Structurally deft, a trenchant and affective story.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Grandparent-child relations
Harris, Rosemary. Zed. Faber, 1984. ISBN 0-571-11947-6. 185p. $12.95.
A trenchant novel, percipient and sophisticated, is told by Thomas Zachary, called
R Zed; he writes the account of being held hostage as a small boy with some reluctance,
7-9 responding to a teacher's request that it be done for the school magazine's Centenary
Number. Caught with his father and uncle in the group of men held hostage in an office
building in London by Arab terrorists (Zed is part Arab) the boy learns a great deal
about cowardice (his father) and courage (his uncle) and compassion (his own). An
unusual setting adds appeal to a story with depth and insight and momentum.
D.V. Father-son relations; Uncle-nephew relations
Heide, Florence Parry. Treehorn's Wish; illus. by Edward Gorey. Holiday House, 1984. 83-6240.
ISBN 0-8234-0493-5. 60p. $8.95.
Treehorn fans will welcome this third blandly written story that is filled with sharp
R observation and witty comments on parent-child relations and particularly on the way
3-5 in which adults fail to listen to what children are saying. Gorey's lean, stylish line draw-
ings are just right for this tale of a bored genie who wants nothing more than to crawl
back into his jug and of the ingenuous boy, Treehorn, who has to choose the usual three
wishes. Although the primary audience for the book is the middle-grades reader, many
older readers and even some adults may relish the nuance and humor of the story.
D.V. Parent-child relations
[6]
Henkes, Kevin. Return to Sender; written and illus. by Kevin Henkes. Greenwillow, 1984.
83-16567. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02573-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02571-4. 120p.
Library ed. $8.59; Trade ed. $9.50.
"It all started when Whitaker Murphy sent a letter to Frogman," the story begins;
Ad although his parents assure him that a television superhero isn't likely to answer,
3-5 Whitaker does get an answer. Readers (who will probably enjoy being in the know) are
aware that it's Barney, a sympathetic mailman, who's answered. And that's the start of
an amusing story that is marred slightly by the silliness of postcard messages from vaca-
tioning kin, but readers should enjoy Whitaker's credulity, Barney's kindness, and even
the oversize graffito ("FROGMAN LIVES..." executed on a water tower by Barney)
that mars the view but makes Whitaker understand he has a friend.
D.V. Older-younger generations
Hertz, Ole. Tobias Catches Trout; written and illus. by Ole Hertz; tr. by Tobi Tobias. Carol-
rhoda, 1984. 83-27224. ISBN 0-87614-263-3. 32p. $7.95.
One of a series of books originally published by the Danish National Museum, this
Ad describes a facet of life in Greenland as seen through the activities of twelve-year-old
2-3 Tobias and his family. The whole family of fisherfolk sails to a stream where they catch
trout in a net; the trout are smoked on the site, then taken to the city to be sold. This is a
static book, briefly informative, not very substantial but pleasant to look at because of
the uncluttered tinted line drawings and the spaciously set, simply written text. Other
books in the series are Tobias Goes Ice Fishing, Tobias Goes Seal Hunting, and Tobias
Has a Birthday.
Hoban, Lillian. Arthur's Halloween Costume; written and illus. by Lillian Hoban. Harper, 1984.
83-49465. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022391-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022387-1. 64p. (I Can
Read Books). Library ed. $8.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
Disappointed because other children are going to a school party dressed as ghosts just
R as he is, Arthur feels he will neither win a prize for originality nor will he frighten any-
1-2 one. By the time Arthur has spilled ketchup on his sheet, acquired a wig from the trash
can and a few other accessories, it is clear that he has a costume that is unique. He
doesn't know what it is, but an admiring older student announces that Arthur is the
Spirit of Halloween. Arthur, as those addicted to earlier books about him know, is a
chimpanzee. This hasn't the same kind of humor as the earlier books; here it's more
slapstick/disaster than invested in personalities and relationships, but the humor is right
for the beginning independent reader, and the Halloween setting has appeal.
C.U. Reading, beginning
Holmes, Anita. Pierced and Pretty; illus. by Walter Gaffney-Kessell. Lothrop, 1984. 84-3964.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-03819-0; Paper ed. ISBN 0-688-03820-4. 64p. Library ed. $9.84;
Paper ed. $5.75.
An oversize book, lavishly illustrated with fine pencil drawings, describes the earrings'
Ad of many cultures, including some of ancient times. This is followed by a discussion of
7-9 ear piercing and follow-up care, tips on what earrings are fashionable and appropriate,
and six sets of instruction for making pairs of earrings. A glossary, a brief bibliography,
and an index are included for a book that may have a limited audience; adolescent girls
who want to have their ears pierced or want to make earrings may not necessarily be
interested in reading a chapter on "The Achievements at Ur."
Irwin, Hadley. I Be Somebody. Atheneum, 1984. 84-490. ISBN 0-689-50308-3. 170p. $11.95.
Based on interviews and documents collected by a descendant of one of the black
[7]
Ad families that migrated from Oklahoma to Canada, this is historical fiction that is strong
4-6 in fact and weak in style. Irwin's protagonist is ten-year-old Rap, who believes he is an
orphan and lives happily with his Aunt Spicy. The time is post-Civil War, when many
all-black communities had been established in Oklahoma; predictions of a white influx
and takeover led to a massive hegira to Alberta, Canada to found a new town. On the
journey, Spicy dies; that is when Rap discovers (as the author has been rather heavy-
handedly hinting) that tall Jesse Creek is his father. Irwin has created a character, in
Rap, who is courageous and loyal but credulous and naive compared to the other
children his age, so that readers may feel impatience rather than identification.
C.U. History-U.S.
D.V. Intercultural understanding
Kaye, M.M. The Ordinary Princess; written and illus. by M.M. Kaye. Doubleday, 1984. 82-46036.
ISBN 0-385-17855-7. 112p. $11.95.
Unlike her six beautiful sisters, Amethyst (who prefers to be called Amy) is Ordinary,
Ad a condition imposed by a disgruntled fairy at her christening. Since nobody who is
4-6 anybody wants to marry her, Amy runs away, eventually taking a job as kitchen maid at
the palace of King Algernon. Algernon is young and handsome, and few readers will be
surprised that, in this story of a rich little poor girl, a romance develops in which-at
first-neither lover knows the true status of the other. It all ends with a royal wedding,
in a tale that is unabashedly (in fact, determinedly) romantic and bearably predictable.
Written half a century ago, the book was first published in England in 1981.
Kemp, Gene. Charlie Lewis Plays for Time. Faber, 1984. 83-25297. ISBN 0-571-13248-0. 132p.
$11.95.
Charlie, an English schoolboy, is the protagonist and narrator of another lively
R school story by the author of the Carnegie Award book, The Turbulent Term of Tyke
6-9 Tiler (reviewed in the June, 1980 issue). Charlie is the son of a famous concert pianist,
Marian Forrest; he's horrified when a teacher he detests begins to court his mother and
fawn on him-for Charlie, like all his mates, has conducted a vigorous running battle
with the rigid, sexist, and at times vindictive Mr. Carter. The story ends with an
animated description of a school program and with a visit from Charlie's Dad (his
parents have been separated for years) so that the plot is nicely rounded off without
having all ends too neatly tied. Part of the book's appeal is the vigorous, humorous
writing style; part of its value is the solid characterization and natural dialogue. Pithy,
and very entertaining.
D.V. Teacher-pupil relations
Klein, Norma. Angel Face. Viking, 1984. 83-21657. ISBN 0-670-12517-2. 208p. $13.95.
After Dad, who has fallen in love with another woman, leaves home, it's fifteen-year-
Ad old Jason (the only child who's still at home full time) who must bear the brunt of his
7-10 mother's loneliness. Jason is the narrator, so that it's from his ambivalent viewpoint
that readers see the problem when a love affair conflicts with the mother-son relation-
ship. "Angel Face" is Jason's childhood nickname, but he finds it hard to believe that
Vicki returns his love. He also finds it hard to accept his mother's complaints about his
father's remarriage and her other children's behavior. The story ends with Jason and his
brother and sisters adjusting to their mother's accidental death and to their father's
dicta about their living patterns. This is perceptive, candid and sophisticated in incident
and dialogue, and often touching; it seems, however, overextended in the breadth and
complexity of emotional problems and relationships.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Divorce, adjustment to; Love; Stepparents, adjustment
to
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Klein, Robin. Penny Pollard's Diary; illus. by Ann James. Oxford/Merrimack, 1984. ISBN
0-19-554415-3. 56p. $10.95.
Although this has a few Australian expressions that may baffle American readers, it's
R a book that should have universal appeal, especially to horse lovers. That's what Penny
3-5 is, and she complains in her diary that nobody ever really looks at her collection of
horse pictures. She also complains bitterly when her class is taken to visit an old
people's home-and she slips out just as the recorder performance is about to begin.
That is how Penny meets Edith Bettany, age eighty-one, nonconformist, and so lively
and interesting that Penny forgets all her bias about old people and becomes a fasci-
nated friend. Most of the book is about Penny's increasing interest in and affection for
Mrs. Bettany. She even asks her Mum if she can bring her friend home for tea (yes, says
Mum, as long as they don't climb on the roof). The writing is breezy, just a bit too
obviously look-I'm-a-tomboy at first but that wears off, and the story is economically
structured and believable as the diary of a child.
D.V. Older-younger generations
Koebner, Linda. Forgotten Animals: The Rehabilitation of Laboratory Animals. Lodestar, 1984.
84-952. ISBN 0-525-66773-3. 116p. illus. with photographs. $12.95.
Despite her clear sympathy with and compassion for animals, particularly the chim-
Ad panzees with whom she has worked, Koebner tries valiantly (but not always success-
6-9 fully) to be objective, acknowledging the need to use animals in laboratory research but
deploring the isolation, unsanitary conditions, and inhumane treatment primates
receive in some research facilities. She also describes some of the rehabilitation and
breeding programs that help the traumatized or retired laboratory animals. An endan-
gered species, the chimpanzee is costly; these facts may increase the amount of TLC
given the captive specimens. There's an emotional use of language occasionally, but the
text is on the whole impartial, and it certainly is well-organized and informative. A brief
bibliography and an extensive index are appended.
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Lamplugh, Lois. Falcon's Tor. Andre Deutsch, 1984. ISBN 0-233-97554-3. 121p. $10.95.
Chasing a pony on a misty, foggy moor, fourteen-year-old Aidan stumbles, injured,
Ad into the past; in this story from England, the shift is from the present to the early years
7-10 of World War I. He is befuddled when he wakes and finds that the large Morchard
family take him to be one of themselves and call him Arthur. Aidan remembers his real
name and knows he comes from the future, but that is all he can remember. Eventually,
with the help of Minna (the youngest child, and possessed of occult power) Aidan finds
his way to his own time and learns that old Aunt Tillie is-or was-Minna. The author
does a good job of creating an Edwardian household (the year is 1915 but the Pater is an
old-fashioned tyrant) and of reflecting a range of attitudes about the war; she is less
effective in engineering the time-shift, leaving nebulous the whereabouts of Arthur,
whose place Aidan takes, and the re-integration of Aidan into his contemporary life.
Langone, John. Violence: Our Fastest-Growing Public Health Problem. Little, 1984. 84-5674.
ISBN 0-316-51431-4. 208p. $12.95.
In a text that has a logical structure and gives good coverage, Langone discusses the
R causes of both individual violence and of mob behavior, spontaneous or planned.
7- Separate chapters deal with such subjects as violence in sports, violence in prison,
domestic violence, rape, and assassination. Throughout the book there are references to
violence throughout history and in all parts of the world, making it clear that-although
the weapons of today may be more sophisticated-violence is not a new phenomenon
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nor one restricted to any race, creed, class, or nationality. A final chapter makes some
suggestions for dealing with violence; chapter notes precede a fairly extensive index.
C.U. Social studies
Laron, Carl. Electronics Basics; illus. by Art Seiden and with photographs. Prentice-Hall, 1984.
83-21308. ISBN 0-13-250143-0. 48p. $9.95.
An electronics hobbyist, Laron writes with enthusiasm about the wonders of the elec-
Ad tronics age. His modified rhapsody is the theme and, particularly, the conclusion of a
5-9 text that is ambitious if capable in its coverage; he explains atomic structure, electricity,
magnetism, the telephone, the transistor, etc. The explanations are fairly clear although
not always comprehensive. There are several illustrations that are flawed in labelling;
for example, although the text states, "The nucleus is made up of protons and
neutrons," a diagram shows a nucleus made up of protons and electrons. A glossary
and a one-page index are included.
C.U. Science
Linde, Gunnel. Trust in the Unexpected; illus. by Svend Otto S; tr. by Patricia Crampton.
Atheneum, 1984. 83-73165. ISBN 0-689-50300-8. 134p. $10.95.
First published in Sweden in 1979, this capably translated story focuses on ethical
Ad concepts and familial relationships. Pencil drawings of slightly scruffy children add a
3-4 light note to a text that has intrinsic humor although this is not a comical story. Katie,
nine, is so angry at her older brother Joey that she throws his bicycle in the river;
ashamed and guilty, she tries various ways to recover or replace the bike-but she isn't
very good at staging a holdup (which she tries) or callous enough to take money from
her grandmother's purse (which she considers). The bicycle has been rescued by an odd
(and not very convincing) child who had seen the whole thing, it develops; it also
develops that the man Katie had tried to rob (to whom she had, sobbing, told the whole
story) has, out of pity and kindness, bought a new bike for Joey. Katie's quick thinking
is responsible for the new bike going to the boy who had rescued Joey's bike from the
river.
D.V. Ethical concepts; Family relations
Livingston, Myra Cohn, comp. Christmas Poems; illus. by Trina Schart Hyman. Holiday House,
1984. 83-18559. ISBN 0-8234-0508-7. 31p. $12.95.
In addition to some traditional favorites, this very nice anthology includes poems
R written for it by such outstanding contemporary writers of poetry for children as Valerie
K-3 Worth, David McCord, and X.J. Kennedy. The quality is high, and the standard is
matched by that of the illustrations, notable for their composition and draughtsman-
ship, predominantly red and green, and unified by the fact that all figures are shown as
toys or creche miniatures. Very clever, very handsome, very welcome.
C.U. Christmas; Reading aloud
McKillip, Patricia A. Moon-Flash. Atheneum, 1984. 84-2974. ISBN 0-689-31049-8. 150p. $10.95.
Kyreol, whose mother had disappeared from their primitive world when she was a
R baby, had become a woman and so her betrothal to Korre was formalized at the time of
7-10 Moon-Flash, the peak of the year for their tribe. Kyreol is a dreamer, a questioner;
although she knows (everyone in the tribe knows) where the world ends, she becomes
curious and prevails on her childhood friend Terje to go along the river to the cliffs
where the world ends-and that is where she learns that the world is huge and sophisti-
cated, that her tribe is guarded from outside to preserve its simplicity, that the Moon-
Flash is simply the flare of a moonship as it docks. This has a great deal of action and
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adventure, a gently developed love story, and a marvelously imaginative depiction of
the complexity of technological adventure as seen through the eyes of a sensitive and
intelligent woman from a primitive culture.
MacLeod, Charlotte. Maid of Honor. Atheneum, 1984. 83-15653. ISBN 0-689-31019-6. 158p.
$10.95.
Sixteen and serious about a career as a concern pianist, Persis resents the fact that her
Ad mother is so preoccupied with the details of an older sister's wedding that she sends over
7-9 the wrong dress (by cab) but does not herself come to an important piano recital. That's
the matrix for a mystery; who has taken the very valuable diamond and ruby pin that is
a gift to sister Lori from the groom's parents? Eventually, the mystery is solved;
eventually, Persis' parents come to appreciate the fact that she is headed for a possibly
brilliant career, having been awarded an important scholarship. Nothing wrong with the
style here, but the plot isn't as stout as those MacLeod usually develops, and therefore
there is less momentum, less suspense.
Mahy, Margaret. The Changeover. Atheneum, 1984. 83-83446. ISBN 0-689-50303-2. 214p.
$11.95.
A powerful fantasy from the noted New Zealand author whose The Haunting won
R the 1982 Carnegie Medal, this is imaginative, fresh in concept, and unusual in the depth
6-9 of its character development and the subtlety of the love interest. The protagonist is
Laura, who cannot convince her mother that her little brother is dying because an evil
wizard has taken possession of his body. As a last, desperate measure Laura agrees to a
changeover: her friend Sorenson, his mother, and his grandmother are all witches and
they induct her into their occult world so that she will have the power to take possession
of the wizard and save her brother. The fantasy is firmly rooted in realism and deftly
structured.
D.V. Brother-sister relations; Mother-daughter relations
Martin, Charles E. Island Winter; written and illus. by Charles E. Martin. Greenwillow, 1984.
83-14098. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02592-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02590-0. 31p. Library
ed. $9.55; Trade ed. $10.50.
Paintings that are varied, deft, colorful, and lively illustrate the story of the year's
R cycle on a northern island. Heather's summer friends ask what she'll do all winter, and
K-3 most of the book is devoted to a chronological description of the school year, its activ-
ities punctuated by the joys of holidays and outdoor play. There are new things to do in
the spring, and when the summer brings a stream of visitors and the question "What do
you do here all summer?" the story's over and the read-aloud audience can easily guess
that summer will be just as busy and enjoyable as the rest of the year.
Milne, Lorus J. The Mystery of the Bog Forest; by Lorus J. Milne and Margery Milne; illus. with
photographs by the authors and by Fred Bavendam. Dodd, 1984. 83-25495. ISBN
0-396-08318-8. 127p. $9.95.
A catchy title, but there's no "mystery" about the bog forest; the authors explain
R exactly how it forms, what stages it goes through as it matures, what plants and animals
5-9 are the inhabitants. The text is lucid and comprehensive-in fact, its minor weakness is
that it goes into so much detail about individual examples of flora and fauna that it
becomes almost tedious. The many photographs are of varying quality but are ade-
quately placed and captioned. There are occasional lapses of style or syntax, but for the
most part the writing is as capable as it is authoritative. Separate lists of some of the
plants and animals of American peat bogs precede the index.
C.U. Nature study; Science
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Murray, Marguerite. The Sea Bears. Atheneum, 1984. 84-2945. ISBN 0-689-31050-1. 170p.
$10.95.
Set in Nova Scotia, this mystery story centers on the question of who is stealing
M science secrets from an undersea military project. Jeanine, oldest of the three MacEwen
5-7 children, is the protagonist and the chief self-elected detective, although her brother
Andrew is astute in his deductions. Jeanine has learned from her father (whose
volubility seems dubious) that there are two men on the project team who are suspects;
both are depicted as suspiciously sinister. There's a reiterated claim by Jeanine of a
warning voice from the rocks called the Sea Bears; her father carps, her mother
(repeatedly and to the point of boredom) defends Jeanine's imaginative powers. The
plot is both slow-moving and tortuous, the writing style pedestrian.
National Geographic Society. National Geographic Index 1947-1983. National Geographic, 1984.
84-7130. ISBN 0-87044-510-3. 607 p. illus. with photographs. $13.95.
Superseding an earlier index that covered the years 1947-1976, this is a color-coded
R index (indicating book, article, map, or television) preceded by an editorial survey of
4- the period that is illustrated by handsome color photographs. This useful book, with
over 25,000 entries, gives access to a magazine that is heavily used for school assign-
ments as well as enjoyed as voluntary reading. Articles are listed by author, photograph-
er, and subject. Although there are cross-references, they are not always adequate; for
example, "Aden Protectorate" is an entry followed by the note that this is now called
Democratic Yemen-but there is no listing under the new name in that form.
Patterson, Geoffrey. Dairy Farming; written and illus. by Geoffrey Patterson. Andre Deutsch.
1984. ISBN 0-233-97536-5. 31p. $9.95.
Although the publisher's review slip recommends the book as appropriate for grades
R K-3, this seems more suitable because of the topic, the approach, the extent of cov-
3-4 erage, and the type size, for independent readers. The text describes the domestication
of cows from the time of the New Stone Age on, breeds that were brought to England
by settlers from other countries, the equipment used for milking the cattle and making
dairy products in the past and at present, and facts about pasteurization and distribu-
tion of milk and other products. The illustrations are explicit and handsome.
C.U. Industries (Unit)
Peet, William Bartlett. Pamela Camel; written and illus. by Bill Peet. Houghton, 1984. 83-18594.
ISBN 0-395-35975-9. 30p. $11.95.
The humor and vitality of Peet's crayon drawings do much to carry a story with a
Ad slight and formulaic plot (unappreciated camel, or puppy, or child, does a heroic deed
K-2 and wins kudos) about a circus camel who grew tired of hearing herself referred to as a
dumb beast. So Pamela ran away, and when she came across a broken railroad track,
she risked her life to stand there until a train came to a stop. "Camel Saves Express
Train," was the headline that made the circus owners proudly claim her; after that
Pamela led the circus parade.
D.V. Courage
Roberts, Willo Davis. Elizabeth. Scholastic, 1984. ISBN 0-590-33136-1. 357p. $2.95.
Set in colonial Massachusetts, this is a historical romance almost every aspect of
Ad which is predictable: after numerous indications that the heroine dreads thinking of the
7-9 witchcraft craze in nearby Salem, she becomes involved in a trial in her own town; after
seeing the gray eyes of the masked highwayman who takes and then returns her purse,
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she cannot love anyone else. Et cetera. The redeeming features of the story are the style,
which is disciplined (save for the frequent hints at future action) and the historical
background.
Roche, P.K. Jump All the Morning: A Child's Day in Verse; ed. and illus. by P.K. Roche.
Viking, 1984. 83-17006. ISBN 0-670-41057-8. 32p. $9.95.
A minianthology of verses for young children begins with a morning poem and ends
Ad with a nocturnal fragment by Leland Jacobs. In between there is no pattern, just a selec-
2-5 tion of pieces from Mother Goose or from a fairly distinguished array of children's
yrs. poets. The busy pastel illustrations show characters that, upright and clothed, are either
animals or stuffed animals. It's all pleasant enough but there's nothing much different
from other such nursery level compilations, and the only attribution to authorship is in
very small type on the imprint page, with references to sources rather than titles of indi-
vidual poems.
Rockwell, Anne F. Our Garage Sale; illus. by Harlow Rockwell. Greenwillow, 1984. 80-16704.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84278-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80278-8. 22p. Library ed.
$9.55; Trade ed. $10.50.
In Rockwell's easily recognizable format (clean pictures, plenty of white space, large
R clear print) this gives a clear account of what a garage sale is and why people have them.
3-6 The direct and simple text is in first person; the speaker is the younger child in a family
yrs. that clears unwanted objects from attic, cellar, and garage to hold a sale in their drive-
way.
Rounds, Glen. The Morning the Sun Refused to Rise; written and illus. by Glen Rounds. Holiday
House, 1984. 83-49033. ISBN 0-8234-0514-1. 43p. $9.95.
Rounds contributes another hilarious tall tale to the Paul Bunyan legend, a yeasty
R performance enhanced by comical and economical line drawings. When a great blizzard
4-6 caused the axle of the North/South poles to freeze, the world stopped turning and the
sun never rose. It was the King of Sweden who thought of calling in Paul Bunyan,
whose cogitations finally produced an ingenious plan for dripping hot bear oil (from
frozen polar bears) down the shaft of the axle and for using fermenting sourdough as
rocket power to push off from the Rockies to the Appalachians (thus creating the Mid-
west) and start the world spinning again. The writing style is bland and witty, and the
exaggeration and nonsense of the plot are in effective contrast to the style.
Sachs, Elizabeth-Ann. Where Are You, Cow Patty? Atheneum, 1984. 84-2950. ISBN 0-689-
31057-9. 14 6p. $10.95.
The title (a graffito the protagonist has seen sprayed on a bridge rail) has little rele-
R vance for the story and may be offensive to some readers. Janie, the protagonist of
5-7 Just Like Always (to which this is a sequel) is baffled by the fact that her best friend,
Harold, is beginning to think of her as a date. When Courtney, the friend who shared
Janie's hospital experience in the first book, comes to visit, Janie is torn between
wanting her friends to like each other and being jealous when they do. Slightly, very
slightly, Janie has, by the end of the book, begun to accept the possibility of a new kind
of relationship with Harold. This hasn't great depth but it's lively, funny, and believ-
able, with light style and natural-sounding dialogue.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Friendship values
Saddler, Allen. The King at Christmas; illus. by Joe Wright. Oxford/Merrimack, 1984. ISBN
0-19-279775-1. 30p. $3.95.
A small, square book first published in England has busy, cartoon-style drawings in
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Ad bright colors, and tells the story of a grouchy little king who is hoist by his own petard.
K-2 After grumbling about every aspect of Christmas observance, he prevails on his Magician
to bring on a snowstorm that will prevent guests from arriving for the Christmas party
the Queen has planned. Unfortunately, the electrical system fails, the stoves won't
work, so there is no dinner as well as no guests. It is (the weakest part of a slight story) at
this point that the King learns that the guests would have brought presents for him. "I
knew it would snow," he says bitterly, "It always does." Mildly amusing, this is not
substantial but it's rather nice to have an unregenerate grumbler.
C.U. Christmas
Sandak, Cass R. Tunnels. Watt, 1984. 83-25994. ISBN 0-531-04712-1. 32p. illus. with photo-
graphs. $8.90.
A series of brief discussions (two or three pages each) about various aspects of tunnels
Ad that are natural or man-made. The text describes some of the famous underground engi-
2-4 neering feats of past and present, the different shapes of, and uses for, tunnels, and the
ways in which tunnels are dug and constructed. This gives a good bit of information,
most of it scantily, and has the tone of a written-to-order book by one who is a compe-
tent researcher but not an expert in the field.
Sandal, Veenu. We Live in India; illus. with photographs by Brahm Dev. Bookwright/Watts,
1984. 83-72802. ISBN 0-531-04784-9. 64p. $9.90.
Each of the almost thirty monologues (presumably based on interviews) is accorded a
M double-page spread; each is illustrated by several color photographs (not always rele-
5-7 vant and at times carelessly captioned); each gives some information about an individ-
ual's life and some general information-about caste, or locale, or social or industrial
changes. The book has enough variety to make it clear that the socio-economic
spectrum has a wide range, that India is a country with sharp contrasts and serious
problems, and that the country has become one of the most highly industrialized in the
world. Unfortunately, the book (one of a series first published in England) is written in
pedestrian style and has a recurrent note of condescension.
C.U. Social studies
Schumacher, Claire. Nutty's Christmas; written and illus. by Claire Schumacher. Morrow, 1984.
83-26558. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-03852-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-03851-4. 30p. Library
ed. $10.51; Trade ed. $11.50.
Although he has been warned by his mother to stay away from pine trees while the
Ad woodcutters are in the forest, adventuresome Nutty Squirrel disobeys. The tree he's on
K-2 is cut down, taken home, and ornamented, a process Nutty watches from his place of
concealment in the thick branches. Nutty opens presents, climbs into a toy car, jumps
up on the table and tastes everything while the family is out. When they return, the dog
chases Nutty into a dollhouse. The kindly family drives Nutty back to his home, where
he and a box of goodies are welcomed by all. The illustrations are cheerful, nicely com-
posed but awkward in the depiction of animals and people; the story is simply told but
rather inert in its mood and pace, and it depends on the animal protagonist and the
holiday setting for its appeal.
C.U. Christmas
Schweninger, Ann. Christmas Secrets; written and illus. by Ann Schweninger. Viking, 1984.
83-16983. ISBN 0-670-22109-0. 28p. $9.95.
Softly tinted in bright, siubdued tones, this picture book about a rabbit family holds
no great surprises, no excitement, no suspense or humor. The children make a snow-
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Ad rabbit, draw pictures, help trim the Christmas tree, and make cookies; the only secret is
3-5 that they refuse to tell their parents who's going to get the special cookies. They leave a
yrs. note for Santa; on Christmas morning there are only crumbs left on the plate. Timely
but tepid.
C.U. Christmas
Shura, Mary Francis. Jefferson; illus. by Susan Swan. Dodd, 1984. 83-27496. ISBN 0-396-
08326-9. 110p. $9.95.
In a third story about a group of neighborhood children, Jamie is again the narrator.
Ad This time the plot revolves around preparations for a surprise birthday party for Jeffer-
4-6 son, who is barely visible as a character but is the younger brother of one of Jamie's age
group. The pattern of the book is the cataloging of small disasters in the planning, and
especially the money-raising, for the party. This gets repetitious, but is saved from
tedium by the light, brisk humor of the writing; characterization is superficial although
the characters are carefully differentiated.
D.V. Age-mate relations
Silverman, Maida, ad. Anna and the Seven Swans; illus. by David Small. Morrow, 1984. 83-
27296. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02756-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02755-5. 30p. Library
ed. $10.51; Trade ed. $11.50.
Tinted drawings with strong use of line and good page layout illustrate an adaptation
Ad of a Baba Yaga tale. Left to guard her little brother when her parents went to market,
K-2 Anna was horrified when he was carried off by the witch's seven swans. Following the
swans, Anna stopped three times to help (a stove, a tree, a river) and when she reached
Baba Yaga's cottage she found her brother. Again Anna was helpful, this time to a
mouse who helped her escape. Pursued by the swans as she ran off carrying her brother,
Anna was hidden by the river, the tree, and the stove-and she reached home safely.
The folktale has inherent drama but the style of the adaptation is curiously static.
Simon, Seymour. The Moon. Four Winds, 1984. 83-11707. ISBN 0-590-07883-6. 26p. illus. with
photographs. $10.95.
A large, square book with large, clear print and a text that is lucid, continuous,
R accurate, and clearly written. The book ends a bit abruptly, but it gives a great deal of
2-4 information about what the moon is like and how knowledge about it has been gained
by scientists and astronauts.
C.U. Science
Stadler, John. Gorman and the Treasure Chest; written and illus. by John Stadler. Bradbury,
1984. 82-9583. ISBN 0-02-786650-5. 30p. $12.95.
Nicely composed, spacious line and wash drawings with humor and action illustrate a
R story in which those qualities are used to full advantage in a fresh way. There's notiing
K-2 predictable about the turns the plot takes as Gorman (a porcine locksmith) goes from
fishing to chasing after a treasure chest that is also claimed by a bear, a turtle, and a
pack of pirate dogs. The read-aloud audience should enjoy the surprise ending.
Steig, William. Rotten Island; written and illus. by William Steig. Godine, 1984. 84-4075. ISBN
0-87923-526-8. 30p. $12.95.
This is Steig at his most colorful, most extravagant drawing, but it isn't Steig at his
M best-in pictures or text. Weird creatures and ungainly plants live on the rotten island
K-2 with active volcanoes, extremes of temperature, and catastrophic weather. One day a
lovely flower blooms, then another and another. The monstrous beasts detest the
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flowers, get more and more irritable, and finally fight until they have killed each other
off. The volcanoes become dormant, the flowers take over, and soon the formerly
rotten island becomes a paradise of lovely plants and birds. A revised edition of a 1969
publication, The Bad Island; whether interpreted as a seasonal rejuvenation myth or
not, it is weak: the writing is contrived, the paintings repetitiously extreme.
Steig, William. Yellow & Pink; written and illus. by William Steig. Farrar, 1984. 84-80503.
ISBN 0-374-38670-6. 28p. $8.95.
Save for the two jointed mannikins lying on a piece of paper in the sun, everything is
R black and white; the pink and yellow are thus an effective contrast seldom achieved in
K-4 the pastel range. Where do they come from, Pink and Yellow wonder; Yellow thinks
they are accidents and Pink is convinced that it is preposterous to think that anything so
wonderful and complex could be an accident. Pink poses questions Yellow can't
answer, and just as they have decided that one shouldn't argue on such a fine day, a
man comes out of a nearby house, pickes up the two little jointed figures, mutters,
"Nice and dry," and walks off with them. The story ends, piquantly, with Yellow
whispering, "Who is this guy?" and Pink saying he doesn't know. Witty, thought-
provoking, and funny, this is fresh and imaginative.
Stevens, Bryna. Deborah Sampson Goes to War; illus. by Florence Hill. Carolrhoda, 1984.
83-20950. ISBN 0-87614-254-4. 48p. $7.95.
Lightly fictionalized, this biography of the woman who, disguised as a man, enlisted
Ad as a soldier in the Revolutionary War is suited in simplicity of language and brevity of
2-4 coverage to the primary grades reader. Stevens begins by describing what was happen-
ing, at the time Deborah was born, in the lives of some famous men-this device is,
however, so quickly dropped that its inclusion strikes a contrived note. Readers may
admire the courage and patriotism of the biographee, but they may also find the writing
style flat; faces and figures in the pedestrian pencil drawings are awkward.
C.U. History-U.S.
Sutcliff, Rosemary. Bonnie Dundee. Dutton, 1984. ISBN 0-525-44094-1. 205p. $12.50.
Rosemary Sutcliff at her best is spellbinding, and she is at her engrossing best in this
R story of John Claverhouse (called "Bonnie Dundee" by his followers and diverse un-
7-10 complimentary epithets by his foes) a Scottish Royalist who fought the Covenanters
* and died fighting to keep the house of Stuart on the Scottish throne. The story is told
compellingly by Hugh Herriot, who grows from being a very young admirer of Claver-
house to a soldier in his service; it is told in retrospect, written by Grandfather Hugh so
that his children's children may know what sort of man Bonnie Dundee was. There's a
smoothly incorporated love interest, some stirring military scenes, and-above all- a
felicitous blend of fiction and fact, the local and period details (and the Scottish idiom)
permeating the writing in that seemingly effortless style that is the mark of the best kind
of historical fiction.
C.U. History-Scotland
Testa, Fulvio. If You Seek Adventure; written and illus. by Fulvio Testa. Dial, 1984. 83-20920.
ISBN 0-8037-0073-3. 24p. $10.95.
Testa's colorful paintings have humor and vitality despite the stiff, moon-faced
Ad figures. His thesis here is that one should try new activities, although he slips in a little
K-2 message about giving and receiving. The pictures are attractive in composition and tech-
nique; the text is static and minimal: "If you seek adventure, go in and visit the bear in
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the cave," and-two pages later-"When you come out, you can tell your friends what
happened." Two pages later, "Go down and discover what there is underwater."
Timpanelli, Gioia, ad. Tales from the Roof of the World: Folktales of Tibet; illus. by Elizabeth
Kelly Lockwood. Viking, 1984. 83-19826. ISBN 0-670-71249-3. 53p. $11.95.
Four folktales, rather lengthy and sometimes rambling, are included in a book
R handsomely illustrated with symbols "of Auspicious Coincidence." As in folklore of all
4-6 countries, the tales stress such virtues as kindness, modesty, and filial obligation; in the
first story ("The Boy, His Sisters, and the Magic Horse") in fact, the outcast lad who
has become wealthy takes his parents to live with him in a palace despite the fact that his
father had put him in a pit with a stone over the opening. One of the stories, "The
Unwilling Magician," is a variant on a familiar theme: a man gains a reputation (and a
princess) by solving a series of lucky or coincidental clues. Adequately retold here, the
tales should be a useful addition to the literature for storytellers.
C.U. Storytelling
Townsend, Sue. The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13¾Y. Avon/Flare, 1984. ISBN 0-380-
86876-8. 2 08p. $2.25.
First published in England, this is a comic, candid, and sophisticated account of the
R tribulations of adolescence. Adrian's parents separate and his mother goes off with the
6- man who'd lived next door (she comes back); his father loses his job; Adrian is bullied
by a lout at school, falls deeply in love, makes friends with an aging pensioner, etc.
Adrian's appealing because he's such a decent chap; he's funny because his intellectual
pretensions are so ingenuous; he's believable enough to make readers laugh with him
more than they laugh at him.
Van Allsburg, Chris. The Mysteries of Harris Burdick; written and illus. by Chris Van Allsburg.
Houghton, 1984. 84-9006. ISBN 0-395-35393-9. 17p. $14.95.
The cover story for this wordless book is set forth in a preface; supposedly the
R fourteen pictures were the illustrations for a children's book by the mythical Burdick. A
All table of contents has subtitles that give some clues, but essentially the book consists of
ages a series of black and white pictures remarkable for their play of light and shadow, for
the handling of mass, and for the elegant composition. Each picture has some fey
quality (a mysterious light, a nun suspended in space in a cathedral, a bird flying out of
wallpaper) to stimulate the viewer's curiosity and-according to the preface-"to find
the true meaning of Burdick's provocative art." A bobby-dazzler.
D.V. Imaginative powers
Weinberg, Larry. The Curse. Bantam Books, 1984. ISBN 0-553-23622-9. 133p. $2.25.
It is not until she visits an Egyptian exhibit that Dana begins to understand, with
NR horror and apprehension, the nightmare that has recurred throughout her childhood.
7-9 Not only is she the reincarnation of the murdered Princess Hatbaton, but the curse is
about to take its toll again, and she will die on her seventeenth birthday-again.
Stephan, her attractive classmate, seems to understand and anticipate her fears and her
memories. Through a convoluted series of events, demons and spirits of the past beset
the hapless Dana as she struggles (repeatedly, melodramatically, and unconvincingly)
for her life and Stephan (also reincarnated) for his. This is a prime example of appeal to
the taste for occult/horror with a flagrant disregard for any observation of literary
criteria.
[17]
Winter, Jeanette, illus. Hush Little Baby. Pantheon, 1984. 83-12182. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-
96325-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-86325-9. 34p. Library ed. $10.99; Trade ed. $10.95.
A familiar lullaby is illustrated with softly-drawn pictures that are paired: the promise
R in warm earth tones, the let-down in grays. Some of the objects are pictured as real (the
2-5 goat, the dog named Rover) while others (the horse and cart) are pictured as toys. The
yrs. layout is spacious, with the verso page carrying a prettily-bordered line of text and the
recto page the illustration in a plain frame of the same size. Daddy is young and bearded
and loving, the setting is modestly rural, and the notation for the melodic line is
provided on the last page.
D.V. Father-child relations
Wood, Audrey. The Napping House; illus. by Don Wood. Harcourt, 1984. 83-13035. ISBN
0-15-256708-9. 32p. $11.95.
Cool, somnolent paintings that have a quiet humor illustrate an engaging cumulative
R tale about "... a slumbering mouse/on a snoozing cat/on a dozing dog/on a dreaming
K-2 child/on a snoring granny/on a cozy bed/in a napping house/where everyone is sleep-
ing." A wakeful flea bites the mouse, who startles the cat, who claws the dog, and so
on. The cool blues and greens are supersededd by warm colors and bursts of action as
each sleeper wakes, ending in an eruption of color and energy as naptime ends. A deft
matching of text and pictures adds to the appeal of cumulation and to the silliness of the
mound of sleepers-just the right kind of humor for the lap audience.
[18 ]
"A COMPLETE AND SATISFYING NOVEL'"*
"I dare anyone-child or adult-to read
Carol Lea Benjamin's Nobody's Baby
Now dry-eyed. By grappling with what
might happen to a 15-year-old girl when
her grandmother moves in with her fam-
ily, it gets at the harsh realities of aging
... full of fleshed-out characters... and a
fine sense of place.... the story is grand,
and its moral lessons are never con-
trived or heavy-handed."
-The New York Times Book Review*
"...lively, often funny, and just as often
subtly sensitive." -Bulletin of the Center
for Children's Books
NOBODY'S
BABY NOW
by CAROL LEA BENJAMIN
$10.95 / Ages 12 up / 168 pages / 0-02-708850-2
"A FINE WRITER
CONTINUES TO
HONE HER CRAFT."*
"Her brother's involvement in the van-
dalizing of a synagogue is the stimulus
that moves a 16-year-old to question
her belief in God and to put herself and
her working-class family into sharper
focus ... As she has in her other books,
Lasky combines powerful imagery and
compelling situations.
-ALA Booklist*
by KATHRYN LASKY
author of Sugaring Time, a 1984 Newbery Honor
Book, and Beyond the Divide, a 1983 ALA Best
Book for Young Adults
$12.95 / Ages 12 up / 178 pages / 0-02-751690-3
MACMILLAN
"Louis Lamb is prepared for another dismal year in school-to be called Billy
Lou and to be chosen last for sport teams. A new-male-sixth grade teacher pro-
duces some welcome changes for Louis. Unfortunately, however, rumors of Mr.
Forster's homosexual past have followed him to his new job ... The author has
written convincingly of a boy's growing self-confidence under the tutelage of a
kindly teacher and has handled the problem of homosexuality with discretion
and tact... a promising first novel."-The Horn Book (2/82)
0-395-31021-0 $8.95
CLARION BOOKS/Ticknor & Fields: A Houghton Mifflin Company
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 Jacket illustration by Ted Lewin
A luminous picture book
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Life. Is. Not. Fair.
"Louis Lamb is ready to enter junior high and determined
to shed his image as a 'dip.' While becoming a 'cool' takes
more than wearing white socks and carrying the requisite
clipboard, Louis is making progress until he decides to
befriend DeWitt Clauson, the black kid who has moved
next door ... This is a book of many strengths. Charac-
terizations burst with life, the pacing is crisp, and the
writing clear to the point of purity.. ."
-ALA, Booklist (6/1/84)-Starred review
0-89919-218-1 $11.95
What Happened to Mr. Forster?
iany, Inc.
"Laurence Yep paints a vivid China"
-ALA Booklist
THE SERPENT'S
CHILDREN by Laurence Yen
The villagers in Kwangtung Province call Cassia and her
brother "the serpent's children." Meant as an insult, to
Cassia this is a compliment. For legend says that a serpent
does not ever give up. This legend sustains Cassia after the
death of her mother, when she finds herself fighting a war
against famine, bandits, and, above all, those who want to
break up her family.
In The Serpent's Children, the author of
the 1976 Newbery Honor Book Dragon-
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CLYDE ROBERT BULLA's
Pictures by Michele Chessare
To lonely eleven-year-old Adam, the girl
with the golden crown is a princess.
To his stern father she's a trouble-
maker wearing a cardboard crown.
But Olivia's high spirits enchant
Adam, and for her happiness, he
sells his most prized posses-
sion. This affecting story of
the power of friendship and
the meaning of respect is
told, says The Horn Book,
"with a limpid simplicity"
Ages 7-10. $10.53* $10.89 f (U~
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Can children be called poets - even natural poets -
or do we attribute to young people the powers they do not,
in fact, possess? *
The Child as Poet: Myth or Reality?
By Myra Cohn Livingston
In this landmark work the noted poet and critic challenges accepted
notions of the innate creativity of children. She analyzes the work of
Hilda Conkling, Langston Hughes, Kenneth Koch, and others, grappling
with the uniquely American preconception "which embodies in the
child all the qualities traditionally ascribed to poets, in particular the
love of truth and the power to speak this truth through language."
Myra Cohn Livingston received the NCTE award for Excellence in Po-
etry for Children in recognition of her aggregate work.
The Horn Book, Inc.
31 St. James Avenue, Dept. BC
Boston, MA 02116
1-800-325-1170/617-482-5198
SFrom The Child as Poet: Myth or Reality? Cloth, $24.95
What the Children Taught Me
The Experience of an Educator in the Public Schools
Jack Greenstein
Foreword by Kevin Ryan
This is the delightful memoir of a man who spent thirteen years as a teacher, ten
as a principal, in Chicago's public elementary schools. He has coped with all the
vicissitudes of urban schools in changing neighborhoods and has emerged with
his sense of humor, humanity, and affection for children intact. As he wends
his anecdotal way through his experiences, Greenstein offers his own candid,
often controversial views on such topics as reading instruction, integration, and
discipline.
Cloth $15.00 264 pages
SThe University of Chicago Press
S5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago, IL 60637
/ Never before has the beauty
and drama of an ancient tale
in been so magically portrayed...
DAUGIrTER OF EARTF
A ROMAN MYTH
retold and illustrated in full-color by
Caldecott Medalist
GERALD McDERMOTT
* "Once again, as he did in Anansi the Spider and Arrow to the Su
McDermott has adapted his artwork perfectly to the origins of the story I
is telling. The writing is straightforward, but it is the illustrations th
distinguish this telling. They sweep across borderless pages, giving tl
illusion of a detail of a larger work not shown. His use of color is dramat
and full....The myth is readily found in anthologies although never befo
told so handsomely in a single publication. It would make a good rea
aloud for intermediate students...as well as for older primary students..
-SchoolLibraryournal, starred review
"Paintings by the Caldecott Medalist are visual splendors, luminous ar
lovely colors..."-Publishers Weekly
$15.00/0-385-29294-5 32 pp. Ages 5-8
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"Fans will revel in
LLOYD ALEXANDER's
magnificent conclusion to
his Westmark trilogy."*
_____THE
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"A splendid tale."
-Publishers Weekly
Jacket illustration
©Charl Mikolaycak Ages 11-up / Retail Price: $11.95 / Invoice Price: $11.60
Also available in this acclaimed trilogy:
WESTMARK THE KESTREL
Winner of the 1982 Nominated for the 1983
American Book Award American Book Award
Retail Price: $11.95 Retail Price: $10.95
Invoice Price: $11.60 Invoice Price: $10.63
E. P Dutton, Inc. (DUfO N) 2 Pa rk Ave., N .Y. 100 16
Just because a journal started in
1893 doesn't mean it's old.
(formerly School Review) is always "new." AJE has
-a continuously renewed devotion to original inquiries in
education, to the evaluation and synthesis of educational
scholarship, and to scholarly commentary on educational
practice
-vigorous dialogue between educational scholars and
practitioners, including matters of policy and governance and
of the management and conduct of schools
-constant bridging and integration of the intellectual,
methodological, and substantive diversity of educational
scholarship
-new editors: Charles E. Bidwell, Philip W. Jackson, Gary Orfield,
Nancy L. Stein, Zalman Usiskin, Harold S. Wechsler
The freshness of youth,
the wisdom of AJE.
Published quarterly. 1-year rates: Individuals $20; Institutions $35; UC Ed. Alumni $16;
Students (with copy of ID) $16. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Mail complete charge
card information, payment, or purchase order to The University of Chicago Press,
Journals Division, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
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In 1983, as usual, one Newbery Medal winner and several Newbery
Honor Books were announced in Spring. And also as usual, Zena
Sutherland, in her BCCB reviews, had already pegged these books
as winners (i.e. recommended them highly) up to 8 or 9 months
earlier. With BCCB on your shelves, you can see to it that the children
in your class, library, or home are reading Newbery Medal and Honor
winners that much sooner. And BCCB is
* Inexpensive. Only $1.60 per issue at the introductory discount
rate.
* Consistent. Counseled by the BCCB advisory committee, the
editor herself selects all the books and writes the
reviews. Thus you always know the stable
meaning given to the age-level designations and
evaluations for literary quality and curricular use.
* Extensive. Reviewing about 70 books per issue, the Bulletin
covers a good percentage of the more than 2,500
children's books published each year. Unlike
review journals that list only the most highly
recommended books, BCCB includes a wide
variety of books, frankly discusses any weak
points, and lets you decide.
Published monthly except August. Zena Sutherland, editor.
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READING FOR PARENTS
To order any of the items listed below, please write directly to the publisher of the item, not to the
BULLETIN of the Center for Children's Books.
Asheim, Lester and others, eds. Reading and SuccessfulLiving: The Family-School Partnership.
Library Professional Publications, 1983; dist. by Shoe String Press. 168p. $11.50.
Azarnoff, Pat. Health, Illness and Disability: A Guide to Booksfor Children and Young Adults.
R.R. Bowker, 1983. 259p. $29.95 plus shipping and handling.
Baechtold, Marguerite, and McKinney, Eleanor. Library Service for Families. Shoe String Press,
1983. 245p. $19.50.
R.R. Bowker. Children and Reading. R.R. Bowker, 1984. 200p. $24.95.
Butler, Dorothy. "Reading Begins at Home. Part II." The Hornbook, December, 1983.
Center for Early Adolescence. Resources for Parenting Young Adolescents. The Center, 1984.
$2.50 plus $1 postage and handling (prepaid). Available from The Center, Suite 223, Carr
Mill Mall, Carrboro, N.C 27510.
Hoover, Mary. "A New Era in Reading." English Journal, January, 1984.
Meyer, Susan E. A Treasury of the Great Children's Book Illustrators. Abrams, 1983. 27 2p.
$45.00.
National Association for the Education of Young Children. "How to Choose a Good Early
Childhood Program." Young Children, November, 1983.
Rossi, Mary Jane Mangini. "Up for Discussion: Single-Parent Families in Picture Books."
School Library Journal, December 1983.
Vukelich, Carol. "Parents' Role in the Reading Process: A Review of Practical Suggestions and
Ways to Communicate with Parents." The Reading Teacher, February, 1984.
Wolf, Aline. Mommy, It's a Renoir! Art Postcards forArt Appreciation: A Parent and Teacher
Handbook. Parent Child Press, 1984. 95p. Paper. $10.95. From: Parent Child Press, P.O.
Box 767, Altoona, PA. 16603.
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